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WITNESS STATEMENT 
CJ Act 1967, S.9; MC Act 1980, ss.5A(3)(a) and 5B; Criminal Procedure Rules 2005, Rule 27.1 

Statement of PC NG 103QK URN: 01 QD 5396 16 

Age if under 18 Over 18.. (ifover 18 insert'over 18') Occupation; Police Officer 241252. 

This statement (consisting of:.... 2 pages each signed by me) is true to the best of my knowledge and belief and I 
make it knowing that, if it is tendered in evidence, I shall be liable to prosecution if I have wil&lly stated anything in it 
which I know to be false, or do not believe to be true. 

Signanaxe: h3.}^^.!^}MQ.^. Pate: 

Tick if witness evidence is visually recorded 

Time notes started; 0837 

Times notes finished: Q 1̂ ICj) 

(supply witness details on rear) 
ioi 

This statement refers to the time I was called to an ASB issue in SUDBURY PRIMARY SCHOOL. 
I am the above named person, my address is known to the police, I am a serving police officer in the 
METROPOLITAN POLICE, I woric in the BRENT borough and on the night of the incident I was on mobile 

^ /^^ 
patrol night shift. " ~~ ~ ■ —-

The scene of the incident is 4 PERRIN ROAD HAO 2NW; it is next to SUDBURY PRIMARY SCHOOL. The 

road is situated outside the school of the main road, at the time of the incident the entrance/exit point of the school 

was situated there, facmg PERRIN ROAD. ^ —— --

On FRIDAY 19th AUGUST 2016 I was in mobile patrol m foU uniform, I was with PC THOMAS 863QK, we 

were in a patrol van call sign 40N at 2351 hours we received a call in regards to ASB issues on PERRIN ROAD 

next to SUDBURY PRIMARY SCHOOL, the call stated that there were about 100 children in the streets 

throwing eggs and causing a nuisance. We were driving towards SUDBURY at this point and as the closest 

vehicle to the incident we took the call. At approximately 2356 hours we arrived on PERRIN ROAD, as officers 

drove into PERRIN ROAD I recall seeing about 4/5 cars driving out of the road and onto the main road 

WATFORD ROAD. As we drove through I could recall seeing cars parked on both sides of the road and people 

exiting the school and entering there vehicles. I saw children on the opposite side of the pavement miming up and 

down but then they got into the back of some vehicles and the vehicles drove off. I did not see the 100 children 

that was reported on the streets nor did I see them throwing eggs, the noise level was elevated but I viewed it as 

with any other estabhshment when people exited, majority of the noise came from parents and other adults talking 

before exiting the school and leaving the premises. We drove through PERRIN ROAD and onto ELMS LANE, 

we decided to loop around and return to PERRNING ROAD to continue to monitor the situation, as we returned 

back onto PERRING ROAD there was still about 6/7 cars parked on both sides of the road, from what I can see h 
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Continuation of Statement of PC NG 103QK. 

was families getting ready to go home. I did not see any one that may look like a security guard or a doorman and 

no one in a high-visibility jacket. After about 10 minutes PC THOMAS and I was satisfied that there was not any 

ASB issues, it was merely parents and children leaving an event and talking outside before going home, there was 

no offences or incidents that warranted further police presence, I updated the notes on CAD and we left the scene. 
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